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THANKS

Dear Customer

    Thanks for your using MEDAIR air purifier. Thanks for your using 
MEDAIR air purifier. MEDAIR believes breathe nature air is key factor of 
our health and life. We aim to design and develop professional air purifier.
    
    Before using the air purifier, please read this manual to learn more. We 
thank again all customers who give us favor, trust and support.

    Best Regards

    MEDAIR COMPANY

| Tel: (852) 3005 7166
| Fax: (852) 3005 4997
| E-mail: info@medair.com.hk
| www.medair.asia medair.IAQ
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MEDAIR 608 Series

MEDAIR 408 Series
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I Basic Functions

After power on, while the backlight is brightening.

OPERATE POWER SPEED UV

Press 1 Time
Start/Stop 
Working

Ajust Speed ON/OFF 
UV Lamp

PLASMA ION

ON/OFF 
Plasma Ion

Press Till 
5 Seconds

Store Date of
Working Status 

MEDAIR air purifier contains a unique filter system, which cleans indoor air 
in the four phases.
Phase 1: the pre-filter captures the bigger particles of dust and other 
polluting items such as hairs and skin flakes.
Phase 2: the electrostatic empower chamber catches the smaller, 
pollutants down to a size of 0.01 micron such as fine dust, pollen, smoke 
particulate, virus and bacteria, etc. 
Phase 3: the photocatalytic filter and UV-C led. There is catalyst that reacts 
with the UV light. It is effective to destroy gaseous pollutants by converting 
it into harmless products such as ozone. Ozone reacts with ultraviolet 
radiation and finally results become oxygen. UV light shines onto 
photocatalyst, activating the strongest degradation capacity of, because 
oxidation-reduction could destroy odors and gaseous pollutants. Hydroxyl 
ion {OH-} would be oxidized into hydroxyl radical {OH’}. OH’, Superoxide 
Anions { } and Hydroperoxyl Radicals {HOO’} are highly effective air 
cleansing agents to eliminate airborne harmful gas such as formaldehyde.

Phase 4: plasma ion generator creates its own fresh and clean bio-climate. 
Bio-climate is rich in active oxygen molecules so your environment feels as 
clean as the air in nature.
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    0~35                 1 grid                                 36~75           2 grid

   76~115              3 grid                               116~150         4 grid

  151~250             5 grid                                 250           6 grid

 ON/OFF
    A. Power On or Power Off.
    B. The speed was setted by factory is on 3rd speed level while first power on.
    C. The plasmas ion was setted by factory while first power on.
    D. The UV lamp was setted by factory while first power on.
    E. The Timer bar shows time is BEIJING TIME (EAST 8th TZ) was setted by
         factory.
    F. The PM bar shows dust situation with PM2.5 index, and weight with mg/m3.
    G. The Temperature and Humidity are shown on display.
    H. The ON/OFF KEY shows it’s status with two color: Orange light means
         Power Off. Blue light means Power On.
    I.  If ther is not operated on display more than 60 seconds, all lights would off. 
        While the display is dark, press any key could light the display, then press a
        certain key to operate.

 SPEED
    Press per time, the speed of fan and speed bar changes grid correspondingly.
    If the speed bar shows “ ”which means on auto speed.
    (1) While on auto speed, turn off machine. The status of machine should be:    
          (a). Speed Bar zero grid. (b). Fan stops. (c). Auto icon “ ” is light. 
          (d). Temperature & Humidity icon is light. (e). Word  “AUTO” is showing. 
          (f). PM Bar lights the first grid. (g). Time is showing. (h). UV is unavailable. 
          (i). plasmas ion is unavailable. (j). PM index is showing.   
    (2) While on auto speed, turn off machine. If the sensor tests PM index reaches
         or exceeds the 2nd PM bar’s grid. The machine would turn on automatically.
    (3) While on auto speed, the top speed is 4th, no 5th.
    (4) The grid of PM Bar would change with PM Index correspondingly as below.
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UV

    Press 1 time, turn off  or turn on the UV function, UV icon 
disappeared or appeared on display. 
    Under status of first speed, UV function is off automatically. User 
could turn on with remote control or by touch control. 

PLASMAS ION

    Press 1 time, turn off  or turn on the plasmas ion function, plasmas 
ion icon disappeared or appeared on display. 
    Under status of first speed, plasmas ion function is off 
automatically. User could turn on with remote control or by touch 

POWER

    Press till 5 seconds, then icons of speed, plasmas ion and uv are 
shining 3 times, the machine stores the last status and completes 
turn off power. After stored, when turn on power, machine will 
operate under the status as previously operated.status.
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II Assistant Functions of Keys
       
         Status of standby, while the backlight is brighting.

              UV

       Status of standby, press 1 time, you can check accumulative 
working time of EP. When the display shows as follows:
       A. Icon of washing is lighting but not twinkling.
       B. Time bar shows number of accumulative working time.

       On this checking mode, all keys are not able to be operated. No 
operate till 10 seconds, machine goes back to standby automatically.

       On this checking mode, press UV KEY till 5 seconds and would 
hear TICK sound from machine, then the accumulative working time 
will restore to zero. If accumulative working time reached at 500 
hours, there is icon of  washing-reminder shining on display.

OPERATE

Press
1 time

Press till
5 Seconds

POWER

Start  Checking
accumulative 
working time

Checking
pre-set 
orders

Seting
Time

Seting
Pre-Set 
orders

Pause/Start 
pre-set 
orders

No high 
voltage 
with EP 
when it’s 

wet

Accumulative 
time refresh 

to zero

Recover to 
factory 
setting

UV ANION SPEED TIMER PRE-SET
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①

①

①②③

              PLASMAS ION

      Status of standby, press PLASMAS ION 1 time and user could 
check pre-set period for turning on and turning off automatically.
      A. In the checking pre-set mode, user could see information in 
display as follow: 
         a. Words “Pre-Set On”
         b. Words “Pre-Set On ①”
         c. Digital numerical shows the time when turn on 
        Continue to press Speed, user could see information in display 
as follow:
         a. Words “Pre-Set Off”
         b. Words “Pre-Set Off ①”
         c. Digital numerical shows the time when turn off
           
      B. In the checking pre-set mode, if all pre-set are paused to run, 
user could see information in display as follow:
         a. Words “Pre-Set On, Pre-Set Off”
         b. Icons “①②③” are twenkling.
    
      C. In the checking pre-set mode, if all pre-set are deleted, the 
digital numerical shows icon ----

      Status of standby, press Plasmas Ion till 5 seconds, enter into 
mode of Working without Voltage (WWV). At this time, the Washing 
icon is lighting on display, and the EP would not attach high voltage 
static. If user want to drop out the mode of WWV, just need turn off 
machine, then turn on again, the machine would work with voltage. 
      Please must remember that do not make the EP work with 
voltage if it is wet when user just washing it. Please dry EP by 
sunshine, or hair dryer. 
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             SPEED

       Press Speed one time, enter into the mode of Pause/Start Pre-Set. 
The display shows:
       a. Word icon “ Pre-Set On, Pre-Set Off”;
       b. Numeral icon “ ” which is twenkling. 
       At this moment user could not check or set and pre-set.

       Press Speed again to enter the function of Pre-Setting. The display 
shows
       a. Word icon “Pre-Set On, Pre-Set Off”; 
       b. Numeral icon “ ” which is no trenkling. 
     
       If do not operate till 5 seconds, the setting system back to status of 
standby. 

       Operating under the status of standby:
       A. If word icon “Pre-Set On, Pre-Set Off” is not twenkling, but 
numeral icon “ ” is twenkling, that means to pause run pre-set 
order.At this moment user could not set any orders about turn on/off in 
certain time
       B. If word icon “Pre-Set On, Pre-Set Off” is not twenkling, and also 
numeral icon “ ” is not twenkling, that means to start run pre-set 
orders.
    
       While enter into the mode of setting time or clock: 

Operate

Press 1 Time +

UV

-

PLASMAS ION

Switching hr/min

SPEED
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①

①

②

            PRE-SET

       Press Pre-Set one time, enter into the mode of Pre-Set. The 
display shows:
       a. Icon “①” is light;  b. Icon “Pre-Set On” is light. At this 
moment user could set certain time when turn on automatically 
by machine. Press UV to plus time, Plasmas Ion to reduce time; 
Press SPEED to switch hour to minite; Then also press UV to 
plus, Plasmas Ion to reduce. 
       Then press SPEED, the display shows:
       a. Icon “①” is light;  b. Icon “Pre-Set Off” is light. At this 
moment user could set certain time when turn off automatically 
by machine. Method same with above.
       After finished pre-setting the first period on turning on and 
turning off automatically by machine. Then press SPEED, could 
switch into pre-setting second period. Operation method same 
as first period. 
       If no operation till 5 seconds, system back to status of 
standby.
       After finished all pre-set, under the status of standby, there 
are icons “Pre-Set On” and “Pre-Set Off” lighting on display.
       If user has pre-set of turn on, but no turn off, there is no icon 
“Pre-Set Off” lighting on display. And machine would run 2 hours 
then turn off.
[* The timer is based on one day & a single operation. To set daily 
operation, please set the start time of the timer 1 to 23:59 & the power 
off to 00:01. The timer 2 is the time you want to set]

       Delete Pre-Set
       In the Pre-Set mode, press POWER KEY to delete order. At 
this moment the number bar shows “----” on display. Press 
SPEED to switch into next order, press POWER to delete.
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            TIMER

       Press one time, enter into the mode of setting time. The 
display shows time number twinkling. Then press UV to increase 
hour, Plasmas Ion to reduce hour. Continue to press SPEED to 
switch into minute setting, also press UV to increase, Plasmas 
Ion to reduce. After setting, press SPEED to store the order. If 
no operation till 5 seconds, system back to the status of standby.

          

            POWER

       Press till 5 seconds, restore to factory settings. At this 
moment to turn on the machine:
       SPEED at third shift;
       UV function is available;
       Plasma Ion function is available；
       Time Number Bar shows “00:00”;
       PRE-SET shows “----”;
       PM Sensor is testing the air environment;
       TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY Sensor is working.
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App Control

Users can control and manage air purifier through app such as smart 
phones and tablet PCs, please download MEDAIR air purifier App.

MEDAIR air purifier App and details, please visit:
www.medair.com.hk -> Download Area

Simple steps:
1. Download and install the app (iOS or Android version available)
2. Turn on wifi
3. Operate the app and registration Account
4. Add Air Purifier
5. Connect the air purifier through wifi (before the WI-FI connection is 
required in the standby mode, press the UV and plasma ion together, until 
you hear a "tick" sound than scan QR code to connect your air cleaner.)
6. Scan QR Code or directly enter 03000482404 and press OK
7. Enter wifi information

Finished, you can control and manage air purifier through the app.

* Can use share function to allow other users to control and manage your 
air purifier.
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1. Keep the product away from tinder and explosiveness.

2. Do not clean the covers, inside or any part with inflammable 
    stuff like, Alcohol, gas, paint, thinner, etc. Especially for the 
    pre-filter, Electro Chamber or PCO filter. 
    Otherwise, a fire may occur.

3. Always keep the air-in and air-outlet unobstructed. Failed on 
    this will lead o damage to product functions or product itself.

4. While use at high humidity places, there maybe electrostatic 
    sparks occasionally. Long-term use in high humidity may 
    damage the dust collection device

5. Do not place product near hot stuff to avoid any damage.
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    To achieve a good purifying effect, you need to regularly clean the pre filter 
and Electro Chamber. Make sure you turn off the machine and cut 
power then wipe the air-in board and change filter.

Clean the cover of machine:
   Clean the dust on Air-In board, or you can clean it with wet cloth. Do not use 
anything explosive to clean the machine, failed on this may cause fire!  
Make sure no water come inside while cleaning.

Clean the Pre filter:

     To achieve a good operation of pre filter, you should regularly clean it. 
   Cleaning frequence depends on how the air around is polluted. Usually 
once 40 days.

1.Turn off the machine and cut power by plug out the wire.

2.Hold the upper part of face board, pull up the front button and take off the 
front door.(see picture)

3.Take off the Pre-filter ,use detergent to clean the filter,then put back to the 
machine when dry totally.

ATTENTION PLEASE

     PCO filter do not need wash.
     Just brush and under sunshine is ok.

let the water submerged the 
device.

,not alkaline. Just like washing-up
 liquid and so on.Because alkaline
 detergent will damage the EP.

use the brush to clean the EP.

Clean the Electro Chamber:

clean another side with same 
method.

Step5: Follow with step4,clean 
anotherside.

Step6: Clean the details. Step7: Rinse thoroughly 
with water

Step8: Airing the EP which must 
thoroughly dry then can put to the 
air purifier,otherwise it will damage 
the air purifier.(This side up see photo)

     To ensure purifying ablity, user should clean the Electro Chamber device every 
1-2 month.If there is too much dust on it, it will decrease its powder of air purifying.

The Electro Chamber must be dry totally!
Drying in the sun more than 3 days!

ATTENTION PLEASE

PIC.1

Fingers press the metal
upwards to unlock.

rgent to clean the

PIC.2

Pull out the 
cover till 
the top 

lock-backles 
shedding 
from the 

lock-holes.

PIC.3To fix cover: lock-
backles and lock-holes
are on alignment. Then

press and locked it. 

2 We also provide Quick Cleaning Guide as follow:

1 We provide Universal Standard Cleaning Guide as follow:

7. Maintenance and Clean
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